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Useful checklist
For Your Horse(s):
Harness
Carriage
Whip(s)
Lamps (not necessary for club events unless you wish to use them)
Spares kit (check it’s complete)
Travelling boots and tail guard
Competition/exercise boots
Water buckets, sponges, grooming kit
Rugs – for all weather
Hay, feed, feed bucket
Plaiting kit (if necessary)
Number holder - for marathon and presentation
Passport and vaccination cards
Mucking out tools, wheelbarrow, domestic rubbish bags
Water buckets, water carrier and/or hose pipe

For You and Your Groom:
Outfit for dressage - shoes, trousers, jacket, shirt, hat, gloves
Grooms outfit
Marathon gear
Hard hat and gloves
Waterproof coats
General:
Paper and pens
Directs of venue and list of important telephone numbers
Map and Sat Nav
First Aid kit - for you and your horse
Food and drink
Fire extinguisher – in date
by Rachel Horton
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Your committee 2009
President
Chairman
Treasurer
Secretary
Event Secretary
Website, Entries &
Membership

Course Builder

Guy Stainton
01787 370681
guy@carriages37.fsnet.co.uk
David Taylor
01284 811510
carriagehouse@btinternet.com
Jacqui Clarke
01702 510077
jacqui_12@btinternet.com
Fiona Powell
01473 735732
fiona@eacdg.co.uk
Zoe Morgan
07770 944868
wbrcarriages@aol.com
Mike Watts
01473 735050
mikew@eacdg.co.uk
Ivy Cottage, Boot Street,
Great Bealings, Woodbridge, IP13 6PB
Tony Clarke
01702 510077

…and helpers
Safety Officers
Nick Westwood, Stephanie Richards
Volunteer Co-ordinators Hilary Ray 01206 251339 or 07795 148199
hilary_ray@hotmail.co.uk

Call Hilary now if you'd like to learn more about helping at events and
stewarding! 01206 251339 or 07795 148199
East Anglian Carriage Driving Group Ltd. A company limited by guarantee. Company No. 0484051
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East Anglia events 2009
Date

EACDG

28 March
29 March

Blandings training
Blandings insideout event

Nationals

4-5 April
11-12 April
18-19 April

25-26 April

Indoor Finals, Keysoe
MDTG two-day event, Catton Park

Ashfields two-day
event

2-3 May
8-10 May
14-17 May
16-17 May

22-24 May
30-31 May

6-7 June
12-14 June
20-21 June
27-28 June

Brighton HDT
Royal Windsor

Ashfields Crinkly
Camp
Euston Park twoday event, NNQ,
BDS & longdistance driving

Chester HDT two-day event, Mostyn
Farleigh House
MDTG two-day event, Widmerpool
Chester HDT two-day event, Erddig

Sandringham Club
two-day event

10-12 July

Catton Park
HDT

Erddig HDT

7-9 August

Ashfields HDT

13-16 August
15-16 August
20-23 August
29-30 August

Junior Camp Ashfields
International Channel Cup two-day event for
juniors? Ashfields; MDTG two-day event Moreton
Morell
9 Aug, Brockham Harness Club one-day event
venue tbc
Pony World Championships, Greven, Germany
MDTG regional two-day event Grangewood
Horse Pairs World Championships, Kecskemet,
Hungary
Normanhurst regional two-day event

Chester HDT two-day event, Henbury

Ashfields Club
Championship

11-13 Sept

Windsor
National
Championships

26-27 Sept

27 Sept

MDTG club event + NNQ? Offchurch Bury;
Brockham Harness Club, Borde Hill (tbc)
11-12 July Chester HDT two-day event, Anglesey

Elveden training
Elveden two-day
event

24-26 July
Late July
1-2 August

5-6 Sept

International
St Fort regional event; Chester HDT
two-day event, Egerton Hall
23-24 May, MDTG training day + one-day club
event (Sunday), Tutbury

Hopetoun HDT
Edinburgh

4-5 July

17 July
18-19 July

Midlands and other

Junior Championships, Escrick; MDTG Club
Championships, Catton Park

Elveden inside-out
event

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Welcome
during or after an event. It’s great fun,
sociable and very interesting learning
something new by stewarding, too, and we
can’t run events without volunteers.
Please remember to help or to recruit your
• details of our events and schedules
friends to come.
• venue details – facilities, maps and
The club pays an affiliation fee to
directions
the British Horse Driving Trials
• club rules and general guidelines on
Association, our governing body, and all
etiquette
our events are run according to the
• dressage tests
rulebook current in January, with a few
• marathon speeds ready reckoner
local variations. The BHDTA insures the
• club trophies
club’s events and an element of the
membership fee supports the work of the
Driving members receive paper entry
association. Mike Watts represents the
forms with their yearbook and online entry
interests of our club and of club drivers on
is encouraged. Of course we are happy to
the BHDTA’s club liaison committee.
receive entries by either means.
We believe it is very important to
Carriage driving is a thriving sport: the club treat everyone – drivers, grooms,
volunteers, judges and officials – fairly,
has increased its membership over recent
both at events and in the organisation of
years and offers a good standard of
the club. If you are a competitor, you’ll
competition and training. We are inclusive
have fewer unwelcome surprises if you are
– anyone can join and take part – and we
familiar with the rules, too. You can buy
encourage newcomers as well as
“improvers” at every level. We also want to the rule book or read it online on the
BHDTA’s website. A summary is
provide interesting events for experienced
reproduced here.
drivers and those who wish to progress or
We publish a regular newsletter and
to practise with national competitions in
this
tells
you the latest information. Every
mind. The class structure, dressage tests
member gets a newsletter in the post and
and how we run events are designed to
you can find it – and back issues – on the
support drivers at each level.
website.
A club is “an association of people
The club is
united by a common
Volunteers are always needed:
run by an elected
interest”. A club is made
Hilary Ray is one of the most
committee
up of its members,
although anyone
important people to know as she’s
obviously: it is not a
can be co-opted to
our volunteer co-ordinator, that is,
business and it does not
help in any
she gathers our supporters
set out to make a profit.
capacity. Your
together for every event and works
It works best when we
out who goes where and when. We committee
all contribute towards
members do their
making events a
make sure that stewards have a
best as do the
success. This can
nice tasty lunch and refreshments
officials at our
include telling friends
throughout the day, with a drink
events. Everyone
about our sport and
and some cake available before
who works on
encouraging them to
they go home.
behalf of the club
spectate or steward, as
is a volunteer.
well as offering to do small tasks before,
Excess funds, should we make any, are
This yearbook is for members, supporters
and friends of the East Anglian Carriage
Driving Group Ltd and it provides you with:

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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re-invested in better equipment, renewing
items, modest expenses and,
occasionally, subsidising club activities.
If you have a query, suggestion or
complaint at an event, please raise it as
soon as possible so that it can be
addressed and, if possible, resolved
quickly. If you have a query about the
running of the club, please address it to a
member of the committee.
We use our website for publishing
start times and the latest news, too,
although we try to ensure that those of you
without internet access are also kept fully
informed – and, if you include a sae with
your entry, of course you’ll receive event
start times and information in the post.
You collect your remaining paperwork
when you arrive and declare you’re taking
part in the event.
Owing to the nature of our sport, the
Great British weather and other factors
beyond our control, we can’t guarantee
that all will go exactly to plan at every
event however we’ll do our best to make it
so and to tell you if things change – when
we know in advance.
The highest authority at a
competition is the President of the Jury,
usually a senior judge who is present
throughout the event. On the course, the
competition comes under the Technical
Delegate, TD, and safety issues are the
concern of the Safety Officer. Stewards,
where they are stationed and their general
welfare, are the responsibility of Hilary
Ray. Behind the scenes is a scorer, who
has up to 30 figures to add up for each
competitor, an assistant scorer, and a
score collector.
Purpose-built obstacles, pleasant
tracks and well-maintained areas for
arenas make our venues attractive.
Facilities in the stable field and the
standard of catering provided vary at our
events although we try to ensure that
refreshments are always available.
Our venues range from the purposebuilt Ashfields Carriage Driving Centre,
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732

near Dunmow in Essex, and Blandings
Carriage Driving Centre, near Newmarket
in Suffolk to the estates of Sandringham
House, Norfolk, and Euston Park, near
Thetford. We are pleased to announce a
new venue this season, Elveden Estate,
by kind invitation of the Earl and Countess
of Iveagh. Each site has its own character
and facilities and all have an interesting
selection of obstacles.
Anyone who’s interested in carriage
driving is welcome to join us: we think
drivers are the friendliest of all the
equestrian sports enthusiasts. Spectators,
though a rare species, are also extremely
welcome, although be warned that they
may be lured into greater involvement than
they initially anticipated. We rely on plucky
volunteers to make our events happen and
an extra pair of hands is always welcome.
If you have a friend or relative who’s
expressed an interest in our sport, do
invite them along to an event to spectate
and, if they like it, we might convert them
into a helper. It’s always more interesting
to watch when you understand what’s
going on and you soon get to know
people.
Your committee exists to make the
club function smoothly for the benefit of all
the members. We plan events and ask,
persuade, request, beg and cajole people
to make them happen, then cross our
fingers that competitors will enter. We do
our best. If we slip from the pinnacle of
perfection, please help us? The club
belongs to everyone – it’s not a business –
although we aim to be professional – and
it’s run entirely by volunteers. You can
support and encourage us to provide the
experience that you want.
If you have a fantastic time, please
tell us and all your friends. If you have any
questions or you think something could be
done better, please tell us and we’ll do our
best to take appropriate action. Please
telephone or email any of us with your
thoughts while it’s fresh in your mind. FP
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EACDG Ltd Event Schedules 2009
These notes apply to all our events unless
otherwise stated.
Events are run under BHDTA rules for
clubs with some EACDG variations.
Classes may be combined or split at the
event committee’s discretion. Although we
will make every endeavour to run the
event as advertised, it may be affected by
weather conditions and other occurrences
outside our control.
Event paperwork: start times and the
letter to competitors will be posted on the
website, www.eacdg.co.uk, as soon as
possible after the closing date. Directions
and a map are also to be found on the
website.
If you wish to have this information sent
to you in the post, please enclose a large
sae, with the correct stamps on it, with
your entry.
Competence/qualification cards: if you
wish to have a BHDTA competence and/or
an EACDG driver qualification card
signed, this must be brought to the event
secretary before the start of the
competition in a sae. Please write your

name on the card and collect it at the end
of the event if possible. No responsibility is
taken for cards left without a sae.
Rosettes
Two-day events: rosettes are offered to
third place for dressage for all classes and
to sixth place for pre-novice, novice and
small pony classes. These are usually
presented on Saturday evening. Overall
rosettes are presented to sixth place for all
classes and are usually presented at the
end of the event.
One-day events: overall rosettes are
offered to sixth place for all classes.
If you cannot attend the presentation of
rosettes, please either arrange for a friend
to collect your rosette or leave a sae.
Members points league and trophies
Every event completed successfully gains
points in the members’ points table which
is kept on the website. The winner of each
class receives a perpetual trophy which is
presented at the AGM. Other awards are
also made to members for performance,
for the club championship and other event
results.

Classes
The following classes are planned for all EACDG events unless otherwise specified in
the schedule. Classes may be combined and additional classes may be added at an
individual event at the organiser’s discretion.
1. Pre-novice horse/pony
2. Novice single pony
3. Novice single horse
4. Open single pony

5. Open single horse
6. Open pony pairs
7. Open horse pairs
8. Open pony tandems

9. Open horse tandems
10. Open pony four-in-hands
11. Open horse four-in-hands
12. Small pony (11.2hh & under)

If you wish to have a competence or driver qualification card signed, this must be
brought to the event secretary before the start of the competition. Please make sure the
card has your name on it and leave it in a correctly stamped envelope (sometimes it will
be completed and signed at the very end of the event and we will post it to you),
otherwise please collect it before you go home, if possible. We take no responsibility for
cards left without a sae.
Results are posted on the website or printed and sent to you if you provide a sae.
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Blandings Farm Training Day - Saturday, 28 March
by kind invitation of Louise Garget and family
Blandings Farm, Badlingham, Chippenham, Ely, Cambs, CB7 5QQ
Flatwork training is important if you and your horse or pony are to make progress and do
well in all phases of horse driving trials. Training sessions are taking place all day on
Saturday and are open to everyone - newcomers, pre-novice, novice, open and
multiples turnouts - with local trainers Wilf Bowman-Ripley and Mike Daniell. Between
them they offer many years of first-hand experience in almost every possible activity
involving horses and carriage driving, from the county show-ring and commercial work
through breaking horses and ponies to harness in all configurations, the latest ideas in
ridden dressage, competitive driving at all levels including Wilf’s silver and gold medals
for Great Britain, he’s also the National Horse Pairs Champion, for the fourth time. They
are both patient and experienced trainers who want to help you to get the most out of
your driving, whatever your level of expertise – from pre-pre-novice (or newcomer!) to
the national competitor.
Full-size 100 x 40 and 80 x 40 arenas will be available. Each training session lasts 45
minutes and will help you with your schooling and driving, whatever your aspirations,
with useful tips, techniques and feedback.
If you wish to bring a young horse or pony or to drive a new turnout, you are very
welcome to come to the training sessions, even if you are not competing the next day.
Closing date: Saturday, 14 March
Training fees, all classes: £45 (members), £55 (non-members) Non-members must be
insured to take part in training for horse driving trials: BDS membership does not cover
this.
Enter online or by post to: Mike Watts, Ivy Cottage, Boot Street, Great Bealings,
Woodbridge, IP13 6PB

How to get the most out of your training
Be on time and warm up your horse or
pony for a few minutes before your lesson.

Don’t expect instant results; you have to
practise, practise, practise.

Think about your aims before you come: it
helps your trainer if you have clear and
realistic goals in mind.

Ask questions when there is an
opportunity to do so: listen; absorb the
information and try to apply it.

Be prepared to try what your trainer
suggests even if you’ve tried it before: this
time, the results could be different.

Flatwork training produces benefits which
improve your cones and obstacles results,
too.

Listen to what your trainer suggests: he or
she is there to help you, not to criticise.

Come back for regular training!

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Blandings Farm Inside-out Event - Sunday, 29 March
by kind invitation of Louise Garget and family
Blandings Farm, Badlingham, Chippenham, Ely, Cambs CB7 5QQ

This is a great warm-up event for everyone at one of our favourite venues. All three
phases are packed into one day; you use the same carriage and wear marathon kit, just
like the indoor driving competitions. The dressage arenas are full size. Everyone drives
the cones course, with up to 20 cones obstacles, immediately after dressage and the
one-section marathon is no more than 7k with three obstacles driven twice. The flat and
fairly sandy ground is not too taxing for small ponies, but your pony or horse must be fit
enough to complete the day comfortably. It's an ideal first event for newcomers, too,
especially if you come to the training on Saturday to get acclimatised.
Everyone has a harness inspection at the start of the marathon but there is no
standing presentation.
All phases: dress is “marathon kit”, including hard hats or helmets; grooms may sit or
stand; the minimum carriage track width is 125 cms.
The stable field will be open from 12pm on Saturday for competitors. Please park in
line, no closer than 5m to the next lorry or trailer. Water, toilets - including a disabled
toilet, horse waste facilities are on site. Please clear your site or stable and take all your
rubbish home. Control your dog at all times as there are sheep about. The catering
trailer will be on site all day serving hot and cold snacks and refreshments.
Louise Garget has a limited number of stables available. Please contact her as soon
as possible if you wish to hire one: 0774 393 2907 or 01638 720664. Louise can give
advice on places to stay locally if you do not wish to either camp overnight or travel to
the event in the morning.
Competition A: Dressage
Pre-novice and novice classes: BHDTA pre-novice (2008) - arena 80 x 40m
Open classes: BHDTA intermediate (2008) - arena 100 x 40m
Competition C: Cones
All classes drive the same cones course of up to 20 cones obstacles, speeds as advised
for each class.
Competition B: Marathon
One section, maximum 7kms with up to six obstacles which may include water.
Classes:
1. Pre-novice horse/pony 5. Open single horse
9. Open horse tandems
2. Novice single pony
6. Open pony pairs
10. Open pony four-in-hands
3. Novice single horse
7. Open horse pairs
11. Open horse four-in-hands
4. Open single pony
8. Open pony tandems
12. Small pony
Closing date: Wednesday, 11 March. Entry fees, all classes: £45 (members); £59 (nonmembers) Cheques payable to EACDG Ltd
Entries online or by post to Mike Watts, Ivy Cottage, Boot Street, Great Bealings,
Woodbridge, IP13 6PB
If you wish to have pre-event information sent to you in the post, please enclose a
correctly stamped sae with your entry.

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Ashfields Spring Event - 25-26 April
by kind invitation of Terry Chambers, Ashfields Carriage Driving Centre,
Great Canfield, Dunmow, Essex, CM6 1LD www.ashfieldscarriageandpoloclub.com

Spring into action with our first East Anglia two-day event at our premier venue in Essex.
All classes are welcome and you can prepare for national events by requesting to use
the national dressage tests, if you prefer. This event typically attracts competitors from
outside East Anglia so be prepared for some strong competition.
The stable field will be open from 12pm on Friday. The bar will be open and catering
is available all weekend, including Saturday evening. The Spring Ball, in aid of charity, is
on Saturday night and the marquee for this will be well away from the stable field. You
are invited to attend the ball – dress formal. Tickets are available from £49 each - please
contact Lisa Jopson, 07956 177015.
Dogs are welcome: please keep them under control. Please take your rubbish home.
The Michelle Chambers trophy for the best dressage result was won in 2008 by
Naomi Harbach and will be awarded at the end of the event.
Note: if you want to compete in national novice qualifier classes either at Euston or
elsewhere, you must have a BHDTA qualification card completed beforehand. Please
ask the secretary for a card before this event if you want to have it signed: all or email if
you have any questions about this! Why not start your card now?
Competition A: Dressage - Saturday
Pre-novice, novices – arena 80 x 40m; open classes – 100 x 40m
Pre-novice: BHDTA dressage test pre-novice (2008)
Novice and small pony: BHDTA dressage test novice (2008)
Open singles classes: FEI test 7a (or BHDTA dressage test
Novice (2008) or Intermediate (2008) or FEI 9 (2008)*)
Open pony pairs and all tandems: BHDTA 1a (2009)
Open horse pairs: BHDTA 1a (2009) (or FEI test 8b*)
Open horse four-in-hands: FEI test 8a
Open pony four-in-hands: FEI test 10

Pre-novice and novice
classes have standing
presentation judging
before dressage.
*Please indicate on the
entry form which
dressage test you wish
to use. 7a or 1a are
presumed otherwise.

Competition C: Cones - Saturday
All classes will drive a cones course of up to 20 cones obstacles, times adjusted
according to class. Please go to the cones course immediately you have completed your
dressage test.
Competition B: Marathon - Sunday
Three sections, maximum 15kms with up to seven obstacles, including one water
obstacle. The going on the marathon is fairly flat but it can get heavy when conditions
are wet. There may be some road work. There will be a harness check for all at the start.
Small pony class drive only section E of the marathon and drivers in other classes may
elect to drive only section E: please state this on your entry.
Closing date: Wednesday, 8 April.
Entry fees, all classes: £59 (members); £75 (non-members). Enter online or send your
entry, cheques payable to EACDG Ltd to Mike Watts, Ivy Cottage, Boot Street, Great
Bealings, Woodbridge, IP13 6PB. If you wish to have pre-event information posted to
you, please send a correctly stamped sae with your entry (and another sae for results).
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Ashfields May Crinkly Camp – 22-24 May
Friday to Sunday, by kind invitation of Terry Chambers
Ashfields Carriage and Polo Centre, Great Canfield, Dunmow, Essex, CM6 1LD

"Crinkly Camp" is the grown-ups' answer to the juniors having all the fun at their camp.
This is the "crinklies"* chance to have three days of intensive practical immersion in
driving and driving-related instruction as well as mingling with like-minded people.
Whether you are a newcomer or an experienced driver, you will learn a lot and enjoy it.
Trainers Anna Grayston, Minta Winn and Wilf Bowman-Ripley will be attending this
camp and they will cater for all levels of experience and all shapes, sizes and types of
turnout. They will cover flatwork, cones and obstacle driving techniques. Extra trainers
will be provided if there is a lot of interest, so please book your places early.
If there is sufficient demand for a second camp in early August, we will organise it, so
please let us know if you’re interested. The same trainers may attend or instructors of
similar calibre and experience will be invited.
You will be timetabled for two sessions a day of instruction – weather permitting –
with your own turnout. Talks, presentations and demonstrations are planned for further
entertainment and information. Lunch and supper are provided for two people on Friday
and Saturday and lunch is provided on Sunday. Bring your own caravan, horsebox or
tent and portable stabling, etc. If you require stabling or a local bed and breakfast, or if
you have any special dietary requirements, please contact Zoe Morgan, 07770 944868.
Note that anyone who wishes to drive at the Crinkly Camp must be a driving member
of the EACDG or covered by insurance either as a member of the BHDTA or by another
insurance company specifically for training for horse driving trials. BDS membership is
insufficient.
If you wish to share the driving of your turnout with your groom, please make it clear
on your entry that both attendees will be driving the same turnout. If you wish to come as
a driver without a groom, the fee is £212.50 (members), £232.50 (non-members). Extra
meals cost £7.50 each. Your groom or helper does not have to be a club member and
you may have different people grooming for you during the camp. If you need a groom or
if you wish to attend as a groom and don’t have a driver to come with, please contact the
entry secretary and we may be able to help.
*Crinkly is the charming term describing anyone over 25.
Closing date: Wednesday, 16 April
Crinkly Camp fee, all classes: £250 (members); £280 (non-members)
Cheques payable to EACDG Ltd – or enter online now with a secure payment using
your credit card. Entries by post to Mike Watts, Ivy Cottage, Boot Street, Great Bealings,
Woodbridge, IP13 6PB
Although we will make every endeavour to run the event as advertised, it may be
affected by weather conditions and other events outside our control.
The timetable of activities will be posted on the EACDG website, www.eacdg.co.uk, as
soon as possible after the closing date. Directions and a map are also to be found on the
website. If you wish to have this information sent to you in the post, please enclose a
sae with your entry.
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Euston Park – 30-31 May
Two-day event with National Novice Qualifier classes and long-distance driving
by kind invitation of Their Graces the Duke and Duchess of Grafton
Euston Estate, Euston (satnav - IP24 2QH will get you there) www.eustonhall.co.uk

Euston Park near Thetford is one of our most attractive traditional venues and offers a
fine setting, mown arenas and a scenic cross-country course. A range of obstacles are
built in and around trees in the parkland and use other natural features and, although
they are more spread out than at our other sites, they are within walking distance of the
stable field: you can use a bike, quad or car to visit the obstacles. The going is sandy
and can be soft. There may be pigs near the marathon course. No water obstacles or
crossings.
The stable field will be open from 12pm on Friday. Please park in line, no closer than
5m to the next lorry or trailer. Water, toilets, horse waste facilities on site: please take all
your rubbish home. Your dog must remain under control at all times and must not disturb
the game birds or sheep. A catering trailer will be on site both days provided hot and
cold snacks and refreshments.
Liz Hourd is running BDS newcomer (20k), bronze (40k) and silver (60k) longdistance and a venture drive (15k, for newcomers) over the weekend so we will be
sharing facilities with a small number of drivers who are new to the area. A vet will be on
site all weekend. Enter online or by contacting Liz Hourd, 01949 860332: cost from £25.
Eunice Binder, BDS Area Commissioner for Suffolk, is organising local BDS
members to drive the marathon course on Saturday morning: £15. Call Eunice to book
your place – 01473 830326
Please tell your BDS friends about these events because everyone is welcome.
Competition A: Dressage - Saturday
Pre-novice & novices – arena 80 x 40m; open classes – 100 x 40m
Pre-novice: BHDTA dressage test pre-novice (2008)
Novice, small pony and NNQ: BHDTA dressage test novice (2008)
Open singles classes: FEI test 7a
(or BHDTA Intermediate (2008)*)
Open pony pairs and all tandems: BHDTA 1a (2009)
Open horse pairs: BHDTA 1a (2009) (or FEI test 8b*)
Open horse four-in-hands: FEI test 8a
Open pony four-in-hands: FEI test 10

Pre-novice and novice
classes have standing
presentation judging
before dressage.
*Please indicate on
the entry form which
dressage test you
wish to use. 7a or 1a
are presumed
otherwise.

Competition C: Cones - Saturday
All classes drive the same cones course of up to 20 cones obstacles, times adjusted
according to the recommended speed for each class. Please go to the cones course
immediately after your dressage.
Competition B: Marathon - Sunday
Three sections, up to 15kms with a maximum of seven obstacles.
Closing date: Wednesday, 13 May
Entry fees, all classes: £59 (members); £75 (non-members) Cheques payable to
EACDG Ltd Enter online or by post: Mike Watts, Ivy Cottage, Boot Street, Great
Bealings, Woodbridge, IP13 6PB
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Sandringham Club Event - 27-28 June
by kind invitation of Her Majesty the Queen
The Sandringham Estate, Sandringham, Norfolk, PE35 6EN

We are holding our club event at Sandringham Estate over the weekend of the national.
Everyone is welcome: all can enjoy the relaxed atmosphere of our own club stable field
with a good view of the national competition. This event is a formative stepping stone for
any driver with aspirations to "go national". We use our own dressage arenas, cones
course and six of the national obstacles. Because the national competitors drive the
obstacles on Saturday, club competitors may walk the obstacles from Thursday but may
not bring horses until Friday. Catering will be available near the main (national) dressage
arena after about 9:30am – or you can go to the national stable field for a cooked
breakfast. We are planning to hold a Saturday evening get-together.
If you are a newcomer, it’s a good idea to steward or groom at this event before
having a go yourself because the obstacles are long and hard and the marathon loops
between the obstacles are surprisingly tough. Everyone is welcome to come and help in
any capacity or to join the spectators, of course. Midlands Driving Trials Group members
are invited at the same entry fee as EACDG members.
Please be prepared to take all your rubbish away with you because the club does not
pay for domestic rubbish collection. The Estate is very particular about the condition of
the ground, so ensure that your stable area is left immaculate, and clear all horse waste
and bedding before you leave. Electric fencing is allowed in the club area. If you wish to
park in the national stable area, you must pay a surcharge to the organisers of the
national event. National competitors are welcome to park in the club area provided they
book in advance and there is space.
Competition A: Dressage - Saturday
Pre-novice & novices – arena 80 x 40m; open classes – 100 x 40m
Pre-novice: BHDTA dressage test pre-novice (2008)
Novice: BHDTA dressage test novice (2008)
Open singles classes: FEI test 7a (or BHDTA dressage test
Novice (2008) or Intermediate (2008) or FEI 9 (2008)*)
Open pony pairs and all tandems: BHDTA 1a (2009)
Open horse pairs: BHDTA 1a (2009) (or FEI test 8b)
Open horse four-in-hands: FEI test 8a
Open pony four-in-hands: FEI test 10

Pre-novice and novice
classes have standing
presentation judging
before dressage.
*Please indicate on the
entry form which
dressage test you wish
to use. 7a or 1a are
presumed otherwise.

Competition C: Cones - Saturday
All classes will drive the same cones course of up to 20 cones obstacles, times adjusted
according to the recommended speed for each class. Please go to the cones course
immediately after your dressage.
Competition B: Marathon - Sunday
Three sections, maximum 15kms with 6 obstacles, including water.
Closing date: Wednesday, 10 June. Entry fees, all classes: £75 (EACDG and MDTG
members); £99 (non-members) Cheques payable to EACDG Ltd
Enter online or by post to Mike Watts, Ivy Cottage, Boot Street, Great Bealings,
Woodbridge, IP13 6PB
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Elveden Estate Training Day – Friday, 17 July
by kind invitation of the Right Honourable Earl and Countess of Iveagh
Elveden Estate, Elveden, Norfolk, IP24 3TQ

This is our first event at Elveden Estate and this flatwork training day is a good
opportunity to sample the facilities.
Flatwork training sessions, in the dressage arena, are for 45 minutes for £45 with an
individual trainer. Places can be booked on a first-come, first served basis. We need to
make sure well in advance that we can fill each trainer’s day – so please book early.
Trainers Sarah-Jane Cook and Andrew Williams both have an impressive range of
experience with horses and ponies in all types of turnout. You are guaranteed to learn
something useful, whatever your level of expertise and ambitions. newcomers are
especially welcome: now is the chance to ask those burning questions!
Dogs must be on leads strictly at all times at this venue.

Introducing our trainers
We are lucky to have some exceptional trainers who are keen to engage with drivers
and their horses and ponies, whatever their levels of ability and ambition.
Andrew Williams was on the Gold Medal team in 1997 at the World Championships in
Riesenbeck with Wilf Bowman-Ripley and Young George Bowman, driving horse pairs.
He has been National Champion and Fenix Carriages Points League Champion with a
horse pair. He now works for Mr Robert Wilkinson with his horse team. 07712 581371
Sarah Jane Cook has driven single, pair, tandem and team with great success. She has
won the Fenix Carriages National Points Leagues for tandem and team and has been
National Champion in both classes as well as representing Great Britain at Dorthealyst,
Denmark, in 2007, and being a member of the bronze medal team at Catton Hall in
2005. She is now putting together another combination of ponies and driving her old
team with the Countess of Iveagh. Both Andrew and Sarah Jane have been brought up
with horses: they were both Pony Club members and riders and then moved into driving.
07725 103596
Wilf Bowman-Ripley is known to many who have attended events at Ashfields Carriage
Driving Centre, which he runs, with Zoe Morgan, for Terry Chambers. He has won silver
and gold medals representing Great Britain with a horse pair. He is the current National
Champion Horse Pairs driver - for the fourth time. 07802 899004
Mike Daniell is based near Hollesley on the Suffolk coast and is a local trainer who
provides instruction and support to many drivers throughout East Anglia. He is one of the
most patient and encouraging instructors you could hope to meet and has an impressive
range of experience which takes in showing at county level and commercial work as well
as judging, driving trials, eventing, dressage and driving almost every size and type of
horse or pony in almost every configuration. He started driving when he was 11.
07771 527110

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Elveden Estate – 18-19 July
by kind invitation of the Right Honourable Earl and Countess of Iveagh
Elveden Estate, Elveden, Norfolk, IP24 3TQ - www.elveden.com

This is our first competition at Elveden Estate and the stable field, arenas and marathon
route are set in beautiful parkland, on light free draining soil. Although there is a
café/restaurant and shops on site, they are about 15 minutes’ walk from the stable field
and so our catering trailer and toilet facilities will be sited near our camp, as usual.
Owing to the livestock and game at Elveden, dogs are allowed only if they are kept
on a lead at all times and in all areas. Please do not walk your dogs on the
marathon sections and, of course, not in the arenas or obstacles. Horse
waste can be left on site: please be prepared to take your domestic rubbish
home.
The obstacles are within walking distance of the stable field.
The Earl and Countess of Iveagh invite drivers, grooms, officials and
volunteers to a free drinks reception on Saturday evening. Please let us know
if you are coming on your entry form. There will be a barbecue provided on Saturday
night for £10 per head.
Competition A: Dressage - Saturday
Pre-novice & novices – arena 80 x 40m; open classes – 100 x 40m
Pre-novice: BHDTA dressage test pre-novice (2008)
Novice and small pony: BHDTA dressage test novice (2008)
Open singles classes: FEI test 7a (or BHDTA dressage test
Novice (2008) or Intermediate (2008) or FEI 9 (2008)*)
Open pony pairs and all tandems: BHDTA 1a (2009)
Open horse pairs: BHDTA 1a (2009) (or FEI test 8b*)
Open horse four-in-hands: FEI test 8a
Open pony four-in-hands: FEI test 10

Pre-novice & novice
classes have
standing presentation
judging before
dressage.
*Please indicate on
the entry form which
dressage test you
wish to use. 7a or 1a
are presumed
otherwise.

Competition C: Cones - Saturday
All classes will drive the same cones course of up to 20 cones obstacles, times adjusted
according to the recommended speed for each class. Please go to the cones course
immediately after your dressage.
Competition B: Marathon - Sunday
Three sections, maximum 15kms with 6 obstacles, including water.
Closing date: Wednesday, 1 July
Entry fees, all classes: £59 (members); £75 (non-members) Cheques payable to
EACDG Ltd
Enter online or by post: Mike Watts, Ivy Cottage, Boot Street, Great Bealings,
Woodbridge, IP13 6PB
If you wish to have pre-event information posted to you, please send a correctly stamped
sae with your entry (and another sae for results).
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Ashfields Club Championship – 5-6 September
by kind invitation of Terry Chambers
Ashfields Carriage Driving Centre, Great Canfield, Dunmow, Essex, CM6 1LD

This is our last two-day event and it is open to every EACDG member and drivers from
other clubs. Our championship is always a special event with a high standard of
competition. EACDG has a magnificent array of trophies and cups to be won by club
members who perform successfully at the championship. All classes
are represented, as usual. The clubhouse bar and facilities will be
open and there will be a meal for everyone on Saturday evening at
£10 per head, with a vegetarian choice. Please book your meals
when you enter.
The stable field will be open from 12pm on Friday. Please park in
line, at least 5m away from any lorry or trailer. Water, toilets, horse waste disposal
facilities are on site: please take your rubbish home and leave your site clean. Please
keep your dog under control at all times.
Competition A: Dressage - Saturday
Pre-novice &novices – arena 80 x 40m; open classes – 100 x 40m
Pre-novice: BHDTA dressage test pre-novice (2008)
Novice and small pony: BHDTA dressage test novice (2008)
Open singles classes: FEI test 7a (or BHDTA dressage test
Novice (2008) or Intermediate (2008) or FEI 9 (2008)*)
Open pony pairs and all tandems: BHDTA 1a (2009)
Open horse pairs: BHDTA 1a (2009) (or FEI test 8b*)
Open horse four-in-hands: FEI test 8a
Open pony four-in-hands: FEI test 10

Pre-novice and novice
classes have standing
presentation judging
before dressage.
*Please indicate on
the entry form which
dressage test you wish
to use. 7a or 1a are
presumed otherwise.

Competition C: Cones - Saturday
All classes will drive the same cones course of up to 20 cones obstacles, times adjusted
according to the recommended speed for each class. Please go to the cones course
immediately after your dressage.
Competition B: Marathon - Sunday
Three sections, maximum 15kms with a maximum of 7 obstacles, including one water
obstacle.
Closing date: Wednesday, 19 August.
Enter online or by post to Mike Watts, Ivy Cottage, Boot Street, Great Bealings,
Woodbridge, IP13 6PB
Entry fees, all classes: £59 (members); £75 (non-members)
Cheques payable to EACDG Ltd

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Elveden Estate Inside-out Event - Sunday, 27 September
by kind invitation of the Right Honourable Earl and Countess of Iveagh
Elveden Estate, Elveden, Norfolk, IP24 3TQ

This is our last event of the season and is a great opportunity to finish it with a friendly
competition designed for everyone. Following the traditional format of our inside-out
events, you use the same carriage and wear marathon kit, just like the indoor driving
competitions. The dressage arenas are full size. Everyone drives the cones course, with
up to 20 cones obstacles, immediately after dressage and the one-section marathon is
no more than 7k with three obstacles driven twice. The level, sandy going should not tire
even the small ponies, but your pony or horse must be fit enough to complete the day
comfortably. There may be spectators as Elveden House is holding an open weekend.
Everyone has a harness inspection at the start of the marathon but there is no
standing presentation.
All phases: dress is “marathon kit”, including hard hats or helmets; grooms may sit or
stand; the minimum carriage track width is 125 cms.
The stable field will be open from 12pm on Saturday for competitors. Please park in
line, no closer than 5m to the next lorry or trailer. Water, toilets - including a disabled
toilet, horse waste facilities are on site. Please clear your site or stable and take all your
rubbish home. The catering trailer will be on site all day on Sunday serving hot and cold
snacks and refreshments.
You can camp overnight on Saturday or travel to the event in the morning.
Dogs must be on leads strictly at all times at this venue.
Competition A: Dressage
Pre-novice and novice classes: BHDTA pre-novice (2008) - arena 80 x 40m
Open classes: BHDTA intermediate (2008) - arena 100 x 40m
Competition C: Cones
All classes drive the same cones course of up to 20 cones obstacles, speeds as advised
for each class.
Competition B: Marathon
One section, maximum 7kms with up to six obstacles which may include water.
Classes:
1. Pre-novice horse/pony 5. Open single horse
2. Novice single pony
6. Open pony pairs
3. Novice single horse
7. Open horse pairs
4. Open single pony
8. Open pony tandems
Closing date: Friday, 11 September.

9. Open horse tandems
10. Open pony four-in-hands
11. Open horse four-in-hands
12. Small pony

Entry fees, all classes: £45 (members); £59 (non-members) Cheques payable to
EACDG Ltd
Entries online or by post to Mike Watts, Ivy Cottage, Boot Street, Great Bealings,
Woodbridge, IP13 6PB
If you wish to have pre-event information sent to you in the post, please enclose a
correctly stamped sae with your entry.
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Frequently asked questions
These are some of the questions asked by
new (and not so new) drivers, so you might
know some of the answers already. If you
have another question, please ask us!
Ask a more experienced competitor, ask a
member of the committee, ask the technical
delegate, consult the rules and ask questions
about any you don’t understand or don’t know
how to interpret. While reading a rule book
from cover to cover is not everyone’s favourite
pastime, competitions are more fun when you
know the basic rules. We will always do our
best to apply them fairly and without favour.
What class should I enter?
Most people new to horse driving trials join
the club and start competing at pre-novice
level – however experienced they are – and
progress to club novice class in one or two
seasons. Pre-novice and novices drive single
turnouts. It is traditional to progress through
the single classes and move up into open and
multiples classes based on performance.
Recent demand has meant that we have
re-assessed class progression and you may
apply to have a card which can be completed
at three events to indicate your competence to
progress to driving a multiple turnout, if you
wish, even when you are not yet an open
driver. Please contact the secretary before an
event if you want an EACDG card.
Note that once you are in
open class you cannot
return to novice and we
strongly recommend that you
gain plenty of experience
competing before attempting
the more difficult standard of
dressage and training
demanded at open level.
Why do you have a closing date?
All entries are taken on a first-come, firstserved basis. The closing date is usually
about 10 days or more before the event and
marks the point when the list of entries should
be complete. We need enough competitors to
cover the costs of the event: the earlier we
receive your entries, the more certain we can
be that the event will be viable so you can
help by entering early. Because we schedule
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732

the times of individuals and classes and print
all the paperwork before the event, an
accurate and complete list of all competitors in
advance helps us to get organised and spread
the work.
Entries are collated and classes drawn up
and the running order takes into account any
sharing of grooms or carriages in the
dressage and marathon phases: all this takes
considerable time and we need about a week
to do it all.
What do I do if I have a problem that
affects my entry?
If there is uncertainty about your entry, please
tell us as soon as possible, on or before the
closing date. Perhaps your horse has lost a
shoe or your transport failed its MoT: we can
hold your entry to one side until we do the
scheduling – usually a week before the event.
If your withdrawal is confirmed, we can refund
your entry: if you can compete, nothing is lost.
It’s easier for us to take you out of the
schedule than to put you in later.
If you withdraw after the closing date
without advance notice, your entry fee is
forfeited unless you can provide a vet’s or
doctor’s certificate covering the reason for
withdrawal.
If a member’s payment is returned by the
bank or the cheque is stopped, the member is
“not in good standing” and no entries will be
accepted until the matter is resolved. Of
course we wish to be understanding yet we
must treat everyone fairly.
Can I enter late?
Everyone’s plans can change and we
always try to accommodate you. If you wish
to enter an event after the closing date,
please phone the entry secretary as soon as
possible to ask if you can enter. If your entry
is accepted, there is an extra charge of £10.
What are the phases of the competition?
You probably know that there are three
phases to the competition – A, dressage; C,
cones; B, marathon. Pre-novice and novice
classes also enjoy the benefits of presentation
judging, A1, which takes place before the
dressage and is a harness and safety check.
The scores for all the phases are converted
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into penalties and these are totalled – the
winner has the lowest score in their class.
The marathon has one or three sections.
Because there were originally five sections in
the marathon, the letters indicating the
sections are usually A, B and E – or A, D and
E. When there is only one section, such as in
an inside-out event, this is always section E.
Section A is timed and can be completed
at any pace; section B or D is always the
walk, usually between 800m and 1km; section
E can be driven at any pace (except for the
last few hundred metres) and includes the
obstacles.
What is a green card?
The green card (which may not be green) is a
small card used in the marathon to record the
start and end time of each section. Usually
you take two copies of the card with you and
you are given these just before you start the
marathon. The steward may also use it to
record comments, such as whether you were
late or started early or there was a problem. It
is a good idea for the groom to check the time
is written correctly at the start and end of the
sections, too, and that they are the same on
both cards. At the end of section E, the
steward keeps one card and you keep the
other in case there are queries.
If you have been held up – in an official
hold-up – although the time of each hold-up is
recorded at the obstacle where it occurred, it’s
a good idea to tell the steward at the end of E
how many minutes you have been held up
and to ask them to record it on the card which
they keep.
What does hc mean?
HC means hors concours or outside the
competition, that is, the driver’s results are not
included in the placings or points league and
you don’t usually get a rosette.
You must declare you are entering hc
before the event. If you are driving another
turnout too, you must drive your hc entry later
in all phases to avoid gaining any competitive
advantage.
If you are an open driver, for example, with
an inexperienced pony, you might enter the
novice class hc in order to perform a simpler
dressage test. If you have another pony, you
could also compete in the open pony class as
normal. You’d be scheduled to go earlier with
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732

your competitive entry in open class and later
with the hc turnout. It is not usually possible to
schedule a driver to go round more than
twice. The entry fee for competing hors
concours is the same as the normal entry fee.
All the normal rules apply.
Do I have to drive in all phases?
You can enter dressage or dressage and
cones only, if you wish, for a reduced entry
fee, usually £25 for a one-day event and £30
for a two-day event. If you wish to compete in
the marathon only, please ask. You can enter
all three phases and drive section E only at
most events although this may mean
competing hc if there is not a separate class.
Note: If you are competing in an event with
a three-section marathon but you are only
driving section E, you start at the beginning of
section E – so don’t go to the start of A like
everyone else. Make sure you know where
the start of E is and how long it will take you to
get there, and arrive at least ten minutes
before your time. You will be given a “green
card” for recording the start and end of the
section.
Can someone else drive my pony?
Please ask the organiser if you want someone
else to drive your horse or pony at an event,
in the competition or otherwise. We don’t want
to spoil anyone’s fun but we must ensure
everyone’s safety.
If someone else is to drive your horse in
any part of the competition, the driver must be
a member of the EACDG – or provide proof of
appropriate insurance – must be entered in
the event under his or her own name, have
paid the entry fee, and must be recognised by
the club as qualified to drive the turnout
before the event. Points are not awarded for
completing part of an event.
What class should I start in?
Newcomers to horse driving trials normally
start in the pre-novice class, however
experienced they are. This is a very friendly,
enthusiastic and relaxed yet competitive class
where drivers can gain experience in
competing. Even the best drivers – and
horses – can be influenced by the adrenalin of
a competition and it’s a good idea to gain
experience as a pre-novice driver. After
you’ve completed between three and ten
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events successfully, you may progress to
novice class. The committee will support you
to enter the class that best suits you.
Different dressage tests are used in the
same class: why?
Open classes attract drivers who wish to
progress or practise to compete in national
driving trials where advanced dressage tests
are used.
Permitting drivers to perform a test
appropriate to their horses’ level of training
attracts them to enter EACDG events whether
they are club members or not. It might seem
unfair that drivers perform different tests, but
each test is factored to give a score out of 160
and, generally, you will see the best
performances and most experienced horses
leading the class whatever test they drive.
We believe that other options would either
discourage entries or proliferate smaller
classes. Our judges rise to the challenge
without complaint. If you have a different
solution, please tell us as we are always open
to your ideas.
Can I compete with a small pony?
We want to encourage every driver. Small
ponies must, of course, be fit enough to go
across country and tackle the obstacles if you
enter this phase. Sandy or deep going,
slippery surfaces and hills can all be part of a
marathon so your training beforehand should
take this into account. The small pony class is
for singles and pairs 11.2 hands and under.
They compete in all phases and drive only
section E of the marathon at most events. The
entry fee for small pony class is the same as
for the other classes.
I want to compete in a novice qualifier…
National novice qualifier (NNQ) classes are
held at club and regional events for club level
novice and open drivers. Doing well in NNQ
classes can qualify you to go to the finals at
Windsor. By doing well at the finals – or by
winning two NNQ classes – you qualify to
enter intermediate classes which are held at
national events. These are all for single
turnouts. If you are an open driver in the club
and have never competed at a national event,
you can still go through the NNQ class if you
drive a single to do so.
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732

Qualifying to drive in NNQ classes
costs nothing extra and you needn’t be a
BHDTA member until you actually compete in
an NNQ class, which also has a £15 levy. You
can qualify over one or two years. You do not
need a presentation vehicle or special
harness or equipment, however it is important
to plan ahead. When your qualification card is
signed you have the choice of entering a NNQ
class such as those we are holding at Euston.
You have to complete three club events
with three-section marathons successfully and
get the BHDTA qualification card signed by
event officials at each competition. You can
complete the card over two years and at
events run by different clubs. Send a copy of
this card with the results to the BHDTA office
and your name will be put on the list of
qualified NNQ drivers. (Pairs and tandem
drivers must follow the same process but they
can enter national events as soon as they join
the BHDTA as a full member.)
When you are qualified, you can enter
NNQ classes in order to qualify for the
national championships. Read more
information on the BHDTA website or ask
your secretary.
Please ask the entry secretary if you want
a qualification card and remember that it must
be presented before the start of the event
because event officials must observe every
phase – so plan ahead!

What do I get as an EACDG member?
You get a regular newsletter and
invitations to our events, social, training
and competitive.
As a driving member of the EACDG
you are eligible for:
 reduced entry fees to competitions.
 points in the club’s points leagues
 the club trophies and awards
 (if you are not already member of the
BHDTA) legal liability insurance cover at
all EACDG events, including training.
As a supporter, you are invited to help at
events and to attend our social meetings,
including the AGM. Single driving
members and family members can vote at
the AGM – refer to the constitution.
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Should I join the BHDTA?
If you are not yet qualified to compete at
national level, it’s worth considering joining
as a full member because of the 365-day
insurance benefits. However, there are
now other membership classes for club
members. See the BHDTA’s website for
more information.
The club competitor membership of the
BHDTA offers legal liability cover at any
affiliated club event, irrespective of the
organising club.
If you compete only at club events or in
club classes at national events, you and
your groom do not have to be members of
the BHDTA. If you wish to compete at
events run by other affiliated clubs, you

must be a member of that club or a club
competitor member (or an associate or full
member of the BHDTA) or present proof of
insurance to satisfy the club’s
requirements.
Grooms are insured by the driver's
BHDTA membership because they are
handling the horse with the driver's
permission. The driver would be unable to
bring a claim against their groom unless
their groom was a member of the BHDTA
in their own right as they could not claim
against their own policy.
Note that BDS membership does not
insure you either to compete or to train for
the purpose of taking part in any phase of
horse driving trials.

For the 2009
Carriage Driving Season

‘JACK IN A BOX’
Suppliers of Zilco and Tedman Harness
And Numerous Carriage Driving Accessories

We stock many of the items you may need from bowler hats -brown - black - grey
to Melton Cloth Aprons - driving bits including Abbey British-made bits,
SUPASTUDS - no tap required
FEI Driving Cones - SSG Driving Gloves - a wide range of Fleck Driving Whips Troxel, Tipperary and Gatehouse helmets Polypads and Underhalters in numerous
colours - Ultimate Time Stopwatches - marathon bibs - Easidri Grooming Towels,
etc. etc.
We now carry a wide range of spare parts for
Zilco and Tedman Harness as well as full sets
Marathon shirts in conjunction with www.allthegear.biz
To discuss your requirements or advice please ring
Ian or Frances Collings
01424 756021 or email: frances@fcollings.f9.co.uk
www.jackinaboxcarriagedriving.co.uk

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Tips on etiquette
Know the rules. Ignorance of the rules does
not mean you will be let off penalties. When
everyone knows and sticks to the same rules,
competing is fair and more fun!
You may walk the arenas, the cones course
and obstacles on foot before competing.
Do not
 drive in the dressage arenas or use the
cones for practice before the event.

Always be polite to an official of any standing:
he or she is giving up time voluntarily. We
know that people sometimes feel under
pressure when competing but rudeness will
not be tolerated and will be penalised.

 show your horse the obstacles or drive
through them before the event or at a
training event without supervision.

The driver and groom must wear
gloves in presentation, dressage
and cones. Brown gloves are
traditional. If you or your groom
do not wear gloves and the
judge notices this, you will get five penalties.

 bring any horse or pony to an event if
it is not entered in the competition. If
you need to do this, please ask the
event organiser’s permission first.
Children are welcome, of course, but
they must be supervised and may not
drive vehicles or ride motorbikes or
quad bikes at any event.

The groom must not speak or
communicate with the driver
when the turnout is in the
dressage or cones arena
except under special

Never take your dog into the
dressage, or cones arenas or
obstacles. Leave your
dog at the edge of the arena or
tied safely outside the obstacle.
Keep your dog safe and under control
at all times: there are game birds, sheep and
other livestock at most of our venues.
Stay popular: clear up after your
dog and don’t let him run loose
around other horses or to mark his
territory on other people’s
belongings.
If your dog is very noisy, especially at night
and when you are camping near other people,
you may wish to consider leaving him at home
- if you want to keep your friends…
Do not tie your horse or pony to fences or rails
nor attach tents or gazebos to fencing.
Damage to fences does not endear us to our
hosts and someone has to fix it or pay for it.
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732

Know how your score is added up: always
check your dressage sheet scores, for
example, and ask an official if there is
something you do not understand or if there
appears to be an error. Check your score as
soon as it is published and make any query
you have within 30 minutes. It’s a good idea to
check the scores of others in your class, too.

circumstances – see the BHDTA rule
book. If the groom says, “Oh, bother!”,
when the carriage goes over a bump, this
could be recorded as the groom speaking.
Judges and stewards observe and record: if
the scorer sees a comment that the groom
spoke on the score sheet, the competitor is
given penalties.
We aim to cover costs on events and
training. Someone has to go first... We try
to take account of how far people travel,
whether they are staying overnight and
other factors, but sometimes you might be
scheduled to start early. Please let us know if
there is an unavoidable reason for you to
require a late start; flexibility is always
appreciated.
Please do not light fires.
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EACDG – Rules and guidelines reminders
Our club’s rules are based on those of our governing body, the British Horse Driving Trials Association,
with some variations, listed below. Rules are intended to ensure fair competition, taking health and
safety guidelines into account, and to ensure the safety of all competitors, officials, supporters,
spectators and others. When you enter an event, you accept the rules and agree to abide by them.
Please remember these rules, abide by them yourself and encourage others to do so: it is not the
responsibility of the committee to enforce them. As a competitor you are responsible for the safety,
behaviour and insurance of your groom/s, supporter/s and friends and family and pets as well as
yourself. Not every circumstance can be envisaged and the committee’s decision is binding in all cases.
Safety
1. The driver and groom and anyone riding or on
a carriage at events must wear a properly secured
and correctly fitted hard hat or helmet which
conforms to current BHS standards. The
exception to this rule is when the driver and
groom(s) are formally dressed for presentation,
dressage and cones.
2. Drivers must have third-party insurance which
covers them for attending and taking part in our
events. Being a driving member of the EACDG or
of the BHDTA covers the driver – but not the
groom.
3. You must have a fire extinguisher, 1kg
minimum, at your horsebox, caravan or tent, and
keep it accessible and know how to use it.
Welfare
4. Horses and ponies must be at least four years
old in order to compete.
5. Animals should be vaccinated and certificates
may be checked at any event. The event
organiser has authority to demand the immediate
removal of any animal which gives cause for
believing it has any infectious condition or for
which an up-to-date vaccination certificate cannot
be produced upon request.
6. The welfare of horses and ponies is
paramount and excessive use of whips, pressing
of tired animals, and any other acts that are
perceived to be not in the interests of equine
welfare or to lead the sport into disrepute will not
be tolerated. Public perception is also very
important, and behaviour or actions that appear to
be inappropriate are similarly to be avoided and
may result in disqualification.
7. Please do not tie up your horse or pony to
fences or posts at events because this can lead to
injury, damage and breakages: ask someone
competent to hold him.
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732

Competing
8. The same carriage must be used for
competitions A and C (dressage and cones).
Three-phase carriages, suitable two-wheelers and
vehicles with pneumatic tyres are allowed,
provided they are the correct track width.
9. Lamps are not required for dressage or cones
at club events, but are welcomed.
10. Competitors should present themselves at the
start of A on the marathon at least 10 minutes
before their start time.
11. Mobile phones may be carried on the
marathon for emergency use only. They must not
be used for obtaining information on any aspects
of the competition or to gain advantage over other
competitors.
12. Deliberate deviation from the marked course,
whether controlled by flagged gates or not, will
result in elimination.
13. Ignoring an instruction to stop given by an
authorised official will result in elimination.
14. Grooms may take part from 12 years old,
provided the driver is 18 or over, at the discretion
of the parent and organiser.
15. Junior drivers from the beginning of the year
they reach the age of 10 to the end of the year in
which they are 25 may compete in singles
classes. Junior drivers under 16 years must be
accompanied by a responsible adult who is
competent to take control in an emergency.
Younger drivers may be accepted subject to the
BHDTA rules for young drivers and at the
committee’s discretion.
16. Anyone under the age of 18 years travelling
on a competing vehicle on which neither parent or
guardian is present must have the signed
authority of a parent or guardian.
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17. It is the driver’s responsibility to ensure their
groom is physically fit, capable and experienced
to be able to provide real assistance, rapidly, in
the event of an emergency.
18. No driver may take part in competition B (the
marathon) more than once. If a driver has already
driven the course, he or she may only do so again
driving hors concours. Grooms may go round the
course more than once, as long as they are in
different classes (at the discretion of the event
organiser and the scheduler.)
Etiquette
Please be considerate towards other competitors
when you walk the arenas, cones course and
obstacles. Stand well out of the way when you are
choosing your route.
Do not take a bike or motorised vehicle into any
arena, cones or into an obstacle unless you have
permission to do so from an event official.
Leave your dog outside the arena: never take
your dog around the cones or into the obstacles.
Dogs must be controlled at all times and their
mess immediately removed.
When you are warming up, please be considerate
of other drivers especially those whose horses
may be less experienced than your own. Leave
plenty of room for manoeuvres, keep a good
lookout for other people. Please keep well away
from the arenas where people are competing and,
when on foot, do not stand close to the edge of
the arena as this can distract the horse.
Motor vehicles, motorbikes and quad bikes
We are usually allowed to use cars, quad bikes
and other vehicles to access parts of the course.
Please do not abuse this privilege, which may be
withdrawn when ground conditions are poor.
Vehicles may only be driven by those insured and
licensed to do so and only by competitors for the
purposes of the competition or by officials. If you
wish to drive a quad bike, motorbike or similar
vehicle, you must wear a correctly fitted helmet.
Rubbish
Please make arrangements to take your rubbish
home unless the schedule states that disposal
facilities are available at the event. Providing a
rubbish skip adds significantly to the costs of an
event and your committee prefers not to sort
recyclables from waste including nappies and
unwanted food at the end of a long event.
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Fires
Please do not make bonfires. If you wish to use a
barbecue, keep it well away from vehicles and out
of the reach of children and animals. Ensure that
it is completely extinguished after use by soaking
it thoroughly in water.
General guidelines
Do not bring any horse or pony to the event which
is not entered in the competition.
Do not allow anyone to drive your turnout at an
event unless the person is competent to do so
and is acting as your groom in the competition. If
you are at a training event, the trainer may wish to
drive your turnout and this is allowed, with your
permission, of course. The trainer is not allowed
to drive your horse before you are about to
compete, however.
You may not use training aids at a competition at
any time. This includes lungeing aids, balancing
reins, side reins, draw reins and other training
devices.
19. Retiring on the marathon: competitors,
including those driving hors concours, must inform
the steward at the point at which they retire on a
marathon course, and make sure it is reported to
the TD or event organiser that they have done so.
If it is not reported, we may end up spending a lot
of time searching for you!
20. A novice competitor is a driver who has not
competed in any (outdoor) open class or national
driving trials event. Pre-novice and novice drivers
are upgraded to open only at the committee’s
invitation and at their discretion. Novice and prenovice drivers are restricted to competing with
single turnouts although they may compete hors
concours and take part in training.
21. A competitor who has reason to dispute or
query any judgement, time of result, should refer
the matter to the TD at the earliest opportunity,
and not later than 30 minutes after the results of
the event have been posted.
22. Classes may be merged or divided at the

organiser’s discretion – according to the number
of entries. Late entries may be accepted at the
organiser’s discretion. After the closing date,
refunds are given only on receipt of a doctor’s or
vet’s certificate.
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Health & safety reminders
Accidents do happen - these are usually the result of someone not observing simple and
sensible safety guidelines. Listed below are some important reminders: whatever you do “at
home”, please remember that other people’s safety depends on you doing things “right” at
events. Thank you for taking note.
•

Please wear your hard hat or helmet at all
times when you are driving (when you
are not in your dressage or cones driving
kit) and when you are riding your horse
or pony or using an ATV or motorbike at
any EACDG training event or
competition.

•

Do not put your horse into the carriage
until you are ready to drive. Always take it
out of the carriage as soon as you have
finished driving.

•

When a horse is harnessed to the vehicle,
a competent driver must be sitting (never
standing) on the box seat and in full
control of the reins before anyone gets on
the vehicle and until everyone has got off
the vehicle.

•

Always walk – don’t trot –
in the box-park and in
crowded areas. Ask
permission before you
drive past anyone putting to
or taking a horse out of a carriage
because this is a very vulnerable time and the
other horse might take fright.
•

Check your harness before every event to
ensure it is sound and unlikely to break.
(And check it afterwards – get it mended,
if necessary.)

•

Have your harness and vehicle properly
fitted and adjusted before coming to an
event. Do not risk adjusting it when you
and your horse are all keyed up and ready
to go.

•

Remember that an animal which is young
or has little experience of events is likely
to get excited and may not behave as well
as it does at home.

•

Never leave your horse harnessed to a
vehicle without either a driver in control of
the reins and sitting (never standing) in the
seat, or a groom holding it attentively and
correctly at its head.

•

•
Don’t lead your horse or pony around
when it is harnessed to the vehicle without
a driver on the carriage. Either the horse
should stand with the groom in front,
facing it and holding it correctly (not on the
phone or texting) or the groom should hold
the reins and sit on the carriage in a front
seat – not on the backstep.

If you have an inexperienced pony that is
likely to get excited, park in a quiet corner
of the stable field and allow him to see
what is going on so he can get used to the
activity. Hire a stable the first time or two if
this would suit him better than temporary
stabling.

•

Never ever strap anyone – including small
children – into a carriage.

Never tie up your horse when it is
harnessed to a vehicle.

•

If you are tipped out during a competition
and it is safe to do so, try to keep hold of
the reins, as this will give you some
chance of regaining control. Training your
horse to halt on a voice command can
help. Never put yourself or others in
danger.
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•
•

Never remove the reins or any part of the
bridle of your horse while it is harnessed
to a vehicle.

•

Keep your carriage neatly beside your
lorry or trailer, out of the way of passing
turnouts.
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Ashfields Carriage and Polo Centre
Great Canfield, Dunmow, Essex CM6 1LD, 01371 875792 or 07802 899004,
wbrcarriages@aol.com Signs are placed along the B1256, from the M11, J8/8a, and the
B184 before an event, so look out for these.
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Blandings Farm
Badlingham, Chippenham, Ely, Cambs, CB7 5QQ
Louise Garget 01638 720664, 07743 932907
Louise has a few stables which may be hired for an event: if you need one, please book
early. Please call Louise for details of local bed and breakfast places if you need one.
Directions: from the A11 - Take exit signposted Red Lodge/Freckenham. Go over the
A11 to the roundabout and turn left (if you are coming from Bury St Edmunds), or come
off slip road (if you are coming from the Newmarket direction), to T junction and turn left.
Follow signs to Freckenham for approx 1 mile, along Elms Road, then take lane on left,
Blandings Farm is at the bottom on the left before the bridge, which has a 3 tonne weight
limit. (Look for large green barn which you can see from the top road.)

Beware the 3-tonne
weight limit on the
bridge over the River
Kennett.
(Blandings Farm is on
the north-east of the
river so vehicles over 3
tonnes must come via
Elms Road, between
the A11 (Red Lodge)
and Freckenham.
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Vehicles over
3 tonnes this
way only.

bridge
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Elveden Estate
Elveden, Thetford, Norfolk, IP24 3TQ From the A11, take the B1106 south and follow
the route marked along the estate tracks to the lorry park. See www.elveden.com
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Euston Park
Euston, Thetford, IP24 2QH
Euston Park is on the A1088, 3 miles south of Thetford and 12 miles north of Bury St.
Edmunds, within easy reach of London and Norwich via the M11 and A11. Please use
the entrance to the park, which is between the Barnham Road and Rushford Roads on
the A1088, and not the entrance to the Hall.
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Sandringham Estate
The Estate Office’s post code is PE35 6EN. Sandringham is six miles north-east of
King's Lynn and is well signposted from the A149 Hunstanton road.

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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Appendix – for reference
The dressage tests

On the following pages…

Dressage demonstrates the level of
control, training and obedience of your
horse or pony. Each test is designed for a
specific level of training of horse and
driver.
Included here are the tests for the
classes which are most popular at club
events and which we have planned to use
this season. The classes planned are: prenovice (for newcomers), novice and open.
Multiples, that is, tandems, pairs and
teams, are classed as open and drivers
sometimes perform the same tests as the
singles.
Note that the names of the dressage
tests can be confusing! The BHDTA
Novice test, for example, is for drivers in
National Novice Qualifier class, the class
through which you can qualify to enter
national events.
Rosettes will be awarded for dressage
results at EACDG two-day events, but not
at one-day events.

Novice presentation judging sheet:
used for pre-novice and novice classes
when they have their harness and turnout
inspected about 30 minutes before they
begin their dressage test.
Dressage arena diagrams: 80 x 40m and
100 x 40m, with measurements and
markers
Dressage test sheets: the dressage tests
we plan to use this season for club
competitors. These and the national tests
and diagrams for all can be found on the
BHDTA website.
BHDTA Pre-novice (2008)
BHDTA Novice (2008)
BHDTA Intermediate (2008)
Open – 6a, 7a, 8a, 8b
(Competitors who wish to use the
dressage tests FEI 9 and 10 may do so,
on request. Please note this on your entry
form.)
Marathon Ready Reckoner and
instructions: an invaluable guide for
calculating your times throughout the
sections of the marathon.
Driver Qualification Certificate and
instructions: for drivers who wish to
progress from singles to multiples and
through the multiples classes.

It’s a good idea to get a rule book from the BHDTA – £10 plus £2.95 p & p and £4 for a
plastic binder – and read it! Send a cheque, payable to the BHDTA, to:
BHDTA, East Overhill, Stewarton, Kilmarnock, KA3 5JT
You can read the rules online – see the Reference section, www.horsedrivingtrials.co.uk
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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EXAMPLE

Dressage arena measurements and markings
100m x 40m
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80m x 40m
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Marathon times ready reckoner
Before you start the marathon, either you
or your groom should work out your
kilometre times for the sections so that
you’ll get to the end of each section
without incurring penalties for being too
slow or too fast.
The event paperwork tells you the
marathon length in kms and the time
allowed for each class and for each
section in minutes and seconds.
Every km on the course is marked with
a sign – “1 km”, “2 km”, etc. You need to
know the number of minutes and seconds
when you should be passing each marker.
If you are slow, you speed up, if you are
too fast, you slow down, taking into
account the ground conditions and the
fitness of your horse or pony.
You need a card or piece of paper that
you’ll take with you, and a pencil.
Here’s how to use the ready reckoner
to calculate your times for each section:
Example:
Section A is 6.5km and 28 minutes is the
time allowed for your class.
1. Find 6.5 km in the first column on the
left, kms.
2. Look along the row towards the right
until you see a time that’s equal to or
just under 28 – the 14 kph column.
The top cell of the column shows the
maximum time for each km – the slowest
average speed.
The minimum time for section A is two
minutes less, 26 minutes in this example.
You don’t want to reach the end of the
section before 26 minutes, so the 15kph
column brings you in exactly on time: this
shows the fastest speed/minimum time for
each km.
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732

Remember – these are guide times
and it’s only your time at the end of each
section which matters.
You can walk to lose time, if needed. If
you halt, it should only be for your groom
to adjust the harness – the carriage must
be stationary when the groom is on the
ground.
We find it’s best to write all the
individual km times for each section. Write
your times LARGE so you can read them
while bumping around on the carriage.
Check what your stopwatch says as
you pass each km marker on the course
and compare it with the times you have
written down to make sure your speed is
about right. Compensate if you are too
slow or too fast and bear in mind that the
ground conditions might be worse or
better later in the course.
In section E, each obstacle’s route
takes about 200m (250m max) which is
included in the overall distance. Make
allowances for that in working out your
times per km in section E. We record the
maximum times from the ready reckoner,
the obstacles don’t seem to make much
difference to the average speed.
TIP: Wear a digital watch. Check it
against ‘event time’ at the start of section
A and make sure your time is recorded
correctly by the stewards before you leave
them – if there’s any problem with the
time, tell an official as soon as the scores
are posted – within 30 minutes, if
possible.
TIP: If your stopwatch fails and if you’re quick at sums,
you can check your progress by comparing your
scheduled finish time with the time on your watch.
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43:20

46:40

50:00

53:20

56:40

60:00

63:20

66:40

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

33:20

5

40:00

26:40

4

6

20:00

3

36:40

13:20

2

5.5

06:40

1

63:09

60:00

56:51

53:41

50:32

47:22

44:13

41:03

37:54

34:44

31:35

25:16

18:57

12:38

06:19

Speed kph
9
9.5

60:00

57:00

54:00

51:00

48:00

45:00

42:00

39:00

36:00

33:00

30:00

24:00

18:00

12:00

06:00

10
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57:09

54:17

51:26

48:34

45:43

42:51

40:00

37:09

34:17

31:26

28:34

22:51

17:09

11:26

05:43

10.5

54:33

51:49

49:05

46:22

43:38

40:55

38:11

35:27

32:44

30:00

27:16

21:49

16:22

10:55

05:27

11

52:10

49:34

46:57

44:21

41:44

39:08

36:31

33:55

31:18

28:42

26:05

20:52

15:39

10:26

05:13

11.5

50:00

47:30

45:00

42:30

40:00

37:30

35:00

32:30

30:00

27:30

25:00

20:00

15:00

10:00

05:00

12

46:09

43:51

41:32

39:14

36:55

34:37

32:18

30:00

27:42

25:23

23:05

18:28

13:51

09:14

04:37

13
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48:00

45:36

43:12

40:48

38:24

36:00

33:36

31:12

28:48

26:24

24:00

19:12

14:24

09:36

04:48

12.5

44:27

42:13

40:00

37:47

35:33

33:20

31:07

28:53

26:40

24:27

22:13

17:47

13:20

08:53

04:27

13.5

42:51

40:43

38:34

36:26

34:17

32:09

30:00

27:51

25:43

23:34

21:26

17:09

12:51

08:34

04:17

14

41:23

39:19

37:14

35:10

33:06

31:02

28:58

26:54

24:50

22:46

20:41

16:33

12:25

08:17

04:08

14.5

40:00

38:00

36:00

34:00

32:00

30:00

28:00

26:00

24:00

22:00

20:00

16:00

12:00

08:00

04:00

15

38:43

36:46

34:50

32:54

30:58

29:02

27:06

25:10

23:14

21:17

19:21

15:29

11:37

07:45

03:52

15.5

East Anglian Carriage Driving Group Marathon Times Ready Reckoner – times in minutes and seconds
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Distance kms

EACDG driver qualification “competence card”
This card is for pre-novice and novice
drivers wishing to progress to pairs or
tandem class and for pairs and tandem
drivers wishing to progress to driving a
four-in-hand at EACDG competitions. You
can download this form from the EACDG
website or get one at the next event or by
post from the secretary.
We have introduced this card because
some novice and pre-novice drivers want
to compete in open classes with multiple
turnouts (pairs, tandems or four-in-hands),
by-passing the traditional route of
qualifying through gaining experience in
the novice class and open single class.
Because the EACDG is affiliated to the
British Horse Driving Trials Association
(BHDTA), which provides insurance to
cover our events, we must run events
along similar rules.
One of our aims is to encourage and
support every driver in the club – new and
“old” – and, after much consultation and
discussion, this form which supports the
process has emerged as the fairest means
of doing so.
We have decided that, if you are not
already an open class driver (outdoors)
and you wish to drive a pair or tandem at
an EACDG competition, you must
complete three events successfully with a
single horse or any size of pony before
you drive your multiple turnout in any
phase. If you wish to drive a four-in-hand,
you must drive three events successfully
with a pair or tandem before competing
with a team. You are encouraged to take
part in any EACDG training event with
your pair, tandem or team, however.
Treating everyone in the club equally
and fairly is important, as is considering
the safety and welfare of everyone –
including other drivers, grooms, stewards,
judges and event officials and spectators –
EACDG Secretary 01473 735732

and all the horses and ponies. Asking you
to complete the form is not saying we think
you’re a bad driver or that we don’t trust
you or your horses, it’s purely to record
that you can drive to a satisfactory
standard in all three phases and take a
turnout round a course under the pressure
of competition and to enable us to observe
your performance. (We all do it “for fun”,
but adrenalin and competing can affect
people’s judgement and performance…)
Completing an event “successfully”
means fulfilling the conditions on the back
of the card to the satisfaction of the
Technical Delegate, one dressage judge
and the Event Secretary, who will then
sign your card. The committee has
decided that the competitor must:
• compete in the class for which he or
she is already qualified or accepted by
the EACDG.
• gain a dressage score below 80
penalties.
• complete all three phases of each
event without retiring or being
eliminated.
• have a final score no greater than 100
penalties more than the score of the
winner of the class or, in the case of a
low entry, no more than 100 penalties
greater than the score of the winner of
the open single class.
The form should not be signed when the
competitor competes hors concours (h/c,
outside the competition) unless the
competitor is competing with a second
horse or pony. (This means that you could
qualify in just two events.) Additionally:
• at least two of the qualifying events
must have a three-section marathon.
• at least one of the qualifying events
must be held by the EACDG.
• results from the qualifying events must
be attached to this form.
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Your form must be presented to the
Event Secretary before the beginning of
the event and it cannot be signed
retrospectively because the observers
need to look out for you. Please leave it in
a sae so we can send it back to you
immediately after the event.
Competitors wishing to progress to
National Novice Qualifier classes must use
the BHDTA Qualification Certificate,
available from the BHDTA or from its
website. (This could be signed off for at
the same events: please tell the event
organiser if you would like to do this.)
Indoor driving: this is less formally
structured than outdoor. The class in
which you compete in indoor horse driving
trials is not an indicator of your “outdoor”
class. If you are an open driver at BHDTA
national events, you are an open indoor
competitor automatically, otherwise you
would normally progress to indoor open
class through competing well as a indoor
novice (or intermediate) driver at the
indoor finals. Because an indoor
competition is, of course, held in a
contained space and the obstacles knock
down, novice drivers who wish to drive a
pair or tandem indoors may be allowed to
compete, at the discretion of the organiser.
Once you have driven a pair or
tandem in a competition, you should not
compete in the novice
class again (this applies
indoors and out). You
must have qualified
outdoors to be an open
class driver outdoors,
however.
We have not
introduced this form and
process to spoil anyone’s
fun: we really don’t need
any more bureaucracy,
thank you. We want to
support everyone to enjoy
competing at EACDG
events. But we have a
responsibility to prove that
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we take safety seriously, for the sake of
the club. No matter how quiet and calm
your horses are at home, never mind how
experienced and careful a driver you are,
when the unexpected happens under
competition conditions and in company,
we must know that you have some
outdoor competition experience behind
you. (Of course we can’t prevent an
accident, but we can do our best to avoid
one being caused by lack of experience.)
These conditions are the absolute
minima. There are good reasons to obtain
a degree of experience with a single
before moving to driving a pair or tandem
and similarly to progress to driving a fourin-hand. Because you can drive round a
course safely it does not mean you have
experience of coping with one or more
horses when things go pear-shaped and
the horses no longer react as you expect.
If you compete with a multiple before you
are really ready, you may have to cope
with more than embarrassment if things go
wrong.
So if you have an ambition to drive a
pair or tandem – or more – please take
note and talk to any of your committee
members before submitting your entry. We
want everyone – including you – to enjoy
many seasons’ safe driving at our events.
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EACDG points league and trophies
The EACDG points leagues are kept up-to-date throughout the season by the
committee. The trophies and cups are presented at the AGM.
Points are awarded to EACDG members when they complete a three-phase event
successfully and when placed between first and sixth place, as shown:
first = 6 points

third = 4 points

fifth = 2 points

second = 5 points

fourth = 3 points

sixth = 1 point

One extra point is awarded to members who complete all three phases without
elimination. No points are awarded when you drive hors concours.
Points league trophies
Hales Cup
Rosebrook Challenge
Shield
Ashbrook Carriage Cup
Kilbarry Cup
Cooper Challenge Cup
Robertson Cup
Trina Hall Memorial
Trophy
Barnard Challenge Cup
Club Championships
trophies
Gaskin Cup
Samuel Pepys Cup
Greenfield Shield
The Foxtrot Salver
Additional trophies
Cutton Cup
Lynne Harrington
Memorial Trophy
David Taylor Trophy

Class
novice pony
novice horse

2007 winner
Stephanie Richards
Jade Jeffery

2008 winner
Deirdre Luff
Sue Hargreaves

open pony
open horse
open singles
overall winner
pony pair
tandem

Janet Seaman
Frances Collings
Mark Bell

Fiona Powell
Diana Irwin
Fiona Powell

Tabitha King
Danielle Twitchen

Tabitha King
Mark Bell

junior whip

Jade Jeffery

Sacha Clarke

awarded for

2007 winner

best dressage
best cones
fastest marathon
best dressage
score, open horse

Janet Seaman
not awarded
Jade Jeffery
Claire Taylor

category chosen by
the committee
most improved
dressage
chosen by David
Taylor for an
outstanding
performance

Lindsay Tyas

Motaquip Inter-Club
Challenge Shield

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732

2008 winner
Alma Webb
Sue Squirrell
Deirdre Luff
Goldie Francis

Diana Irwin
Amanda Wells

Mark Bell, Katie Bell
and team
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Mark Bell, for winning
a gold medal at the
Junior World
Championships
not awarded (team
challenge not held)

www.eacdg.co.uk

The following trophies are awarded for performance at the club championships:
• Gaskin Cup - for the lowest dressage score at the club championships
• Greenfield Shield - for the fastest marathon score at the club championships
The following trophies are also awarded:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Cutton Cup – for a category chosen each year
The Foxtrot Salver – for the best dressage score for single horse
The Samuel Pepys Cup – best cones scores throughout the 2006 season
Lynne Harrington Memorial Trophy – best improved dressage in the season
Trina Hall Memorial Trophy – best tandem
David Taylor Challenge – awarded by David for a chosen category
Motaquip Inter-Club Challenge Shield – presented at the end of the Ashfields Event

Better than a sack of potatoes? Read Mike Watts’ Groom’s Guide to
Horse Driving Trials: download it free from Mike’s site,
www.mikewatts.co.uk
If you are not on the internet, please ask and we’ll print you a copy.

EACDG Secretary 01473 735732
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10
9
8
7
6
5

The scale of
Excellent
Very good
Good
Fairly good
Satisfactory
Sufficient

Marks is:
4 Insufficient
3 Fairly bad
2 Bad
1 Very bad
0 Not performed

Errors of course and
dismounting of grooms are
penalised as follows:

BHDTA DRESSAGE TEST

PRE – NOVICE (2008)
(80m x 40m Arena)

COMPETITOR NUMBER

st

1 incident
nd
2 incident
rd
3 incident

_________

5 penalties
10 penalties
Elimination

Scheduling interval: 10 minutes

MOVEMENT

MARK

TO BE JUDGED

A
DX
CH

Enter at Walk,
Working Trot.

Driving in on a straight line.
Transition to Working Trot ,
Rhythm, Bending.

HXF

Impulsion, Regularity,
Balance, Transition.

FAK

Change Rein and show a few
Lengthened strides over X
Working Trot.

3.

K
KE

Circle right 20m diameter.
Working Trot.

Accuracy, Rhythm, Balance,
Bending.

4.

EX

Half circle right 20 m diameter.
Half circle left 20m diameter.

Impulsion, Rhythm,
accuracy of figure,
bending.

BM
M

Working Trot.
Circle left 20. diameter.

Accuracy, Rhythm, Balance,
Bending.

MCS

Working Trot.

Impulsion, Rhythm,
Bending.

7.

SF

Walk.

Relaxation, Freedom,
Regularity.

8.

FA
AC

Working Trot.
3 Loop Serpentine.

Rhythm, Bend.

9.

CM
MK

Working Trot.
Impulsion, Regularity.
Change the Rein showing a few Balance, Transitions.
lengthened strides over X.

10.

KDX

Working Trot.

Straightness, Rhythm.

11.

X

Halt 8 seconds.

Transition to Halt, Immobility.

X
XG
G

Rein Back 3 – 4 steps.
Walk.
Halt and Salute.

Transition to Rein Back,
Obedience, Transition to
Walk. Immobility at G.

1.

2.

XB
5.

6.

12.

REMARKS

Leave Arena at Working Trot.
13.

Paces.

Rhythm, Freedom.

14.

Impulsion.

Free forward movement.

15.

Obedience, lightness.

16.

Driver.

Response to aids,
Acceptance of the Bit, willing
without resistance.
Balance, Bend.
Use of aids, handling whip
and reins.
Position on box seat.
Accuracy of figures.
Co-efficient = 1

Maximum Points 160
TOTAL
Errors of course and dismounting of grooms
To be marked on the President of the Jury’s sheet only

Signature of Judge ………………………………………… at ……….

Signature of President of Jury

TOTAL

_________

……………………………………………...

10
9
8
7
6
5

The scale of
Excellent
Very good
Good
Fairly good
Satisfactory
Sufficient

Marks is:
4 Insufficient
3 Fairly bad
2 Bad
1 Very bad
0 Not performed

Errors of course and
dismounting of grooms are
penalised as follows:

BHDTA DRESSAGE TEST

NOVICE (2008)
(80m x 40m Arena)

COMPETITOR NUMBER

st

________

1 incident
nd
2 incident
rd
3 incident

5 penalties
10 penalties
Elimination

Scheduling interval: 10 minutes

MOVEMENT
1.

2.

3.

4.

7.

MARK

XGCMB
BX
XM
MCHE
EX
XH
HCMR
RXV
VA

Enter at Working Trot.
Halt. Salute.
Proceed at Working Trot.
Working Trot.
Half circle to right 20 metres.
Return to track at M.
Working Trot.
Half circle to left 20 metres.
Return to the track at H.
Working Trot.
Show a few lengthened strides
Working Trot

Driving in on a straight line.
Immobility, Straightness
Transition to Working Trot.
Impulsion, regularity and
accuracy of figures,
Bending.
Impulsion, regularity and
accuracy of figures,
Bending.

A

Circle at A 20 metres.

Accuracy of figure, regularity,
correct bend

AFP
PXS
SC
C

Working Trot.
Show a few lengthened strides
Working Trot.
Circle at C 20 metres.
Working Trot.
Serpentine of four loops
20m diameter each turn.
Turn down centre line.

A
X

5.
6.

TO BE JUDGED

REMARKS

Balance, regularity.
Transition to Working Trot.

Balance, regularity.
Transition to Working Trot.
Accuracy of figures, Regularity,
correct bend.
Accuracy of figures, Rhythm
regularity, bending
and straightness.

8.

Between
C and A
AX

9.

x

Halt. Immobility 10
seconds.

Immobility

10.

X

Rein Back 3 to 4 steps.

Transition to Rein Back
Straightness, Obedience
Transition to Walk

11.

XGCMR

Walk.

Relaxation. Purpose,
Straightness. Quality of steps

12.

RBXEKF

Working Trot.

Transition to Working Trot.
Rhythm, Balance, Quality of
Bends and steps.

13.

FE

Walk.

Transition to Walk. Relaxation,
Straightness, Quality of Steps.

14.

EIB
BFAD

Half circle 40 m, Working Trot.
Working Trot.

Transition to Working Trot.
Rhythm, Bend.

15.

DG
G

Extended Trot.
Progressive halt. Salute.

Quality of Strides.
Regularity, Straightness.
Transition to halt, standing on
the bit.

Leave arena at Working Trot.
16.

Paces.

Regularity, freedom,
maintenance of paces.

17.

Impulsion.

Free forward movement.

18.

Obedience, lightness.

Response to aids, willing without
resistance.

19.

Driver.

Use of aids, handling whip and
reins, position on box seat.
Accuracy of figures.
Co-efficient 0. 84

Maximum Points 190
TOTAL
Errors of course and dismounting of grooms
To be marked on the President of the Jury’s sheet only
Signature of Judge ………………………………………… at ……….

Signature of President of Jury
TOTAL

_________

……………………………………………...

10
9
8
7
6
5

The scale of
Excellent
Very good
Good
Fairly good
Satisfactory
Sufficient

marks
4 Insufficient
3 Fairly bad
2 Bad
1 Very bad
0 Not performed

Errors of course and
dismounting of grooms are
penalised as follows:

BHDTA DRESSAGE TEST

INTERMEDIATE (2008)
Arena 100 x 40 metres.
Clubs may use 80 x 40m Arena with a 3 loop Serpentine

COMPETITOR NUMBER

________

st

1 incident
nd
2 incident
rd
3 incident

5 penalties
10 penalties
Elimination

Scheduling Interval - 10 minutes.

MOVEMENT

MARK

TO BE JUDGED

A
X
XGCMB
BX
XM
MCHE
EX
XH
HCM

Enter at Working Trot.
Halt. Salute.
Working Trot.
Half circle to right, 20 metres.
Return to track at M.
Working Trot.
Half circle to left, 20 metres.
Return to the track at H.
Working Trot.

Straightness. Transition to Halt.
Immobility.
Transition to Working Trot.
Impulsion, Rhythm,
Bending, Accuracy.
Impulsion, Rhythm,
Bending , Accuracy.

M

Collected Trot 20 m circle to the
right.

Transition to Collected Trot.
Rhythm, Impulsion, Bend,
Accuracy

MXK

Extended Trot.

KAF

Working Trot.

F

Collected Trot, 20m circle to the
left.

Transition to Extended Trot.
Impulsion, Rhythm, Balance.
Transition to Working Trot.
Transition to Collected Trot.
Rhythm, Impulsion, Bend,
Accuracy.

FXH

Extended Trot.

HMR

Working Trot.

8.

RXV

Walk.

9.

VKDX

Working Trot.

Transition to Walk. Relaxation,
Freedom, quality of steps.
Transition to Working Trot.
Rhythm, Bend, Straightness.
Transition to Halt.
Immobility, attention.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Transition to Extended Trot.
Impulsion, Rhythm, Balance.
Transition to Working Trot.

10.

X

Halt 10 seconds.

11.

X

Rein Back 4 to 5 Steps.

12.

XGC
MA
AK

Working Trot.
5 loop Serpentine.
Working Trot.

13.

KB

Walk.

Transition to Walk, Relaxation,
Freedom

BIE

Collected Trot 40m half circle.

EFAD

Working Trot.

DXG
G

Extended Trot.
Halt and Salute

Leave Arena at Working Trot.

Transition to Collected Trot.
Impulsion, Rhythm, Bend.
Transition to Working Trot.
Transition to Extended Trot.
Rhythm, Straightness, quality of
steps.
Transition to Halt.
Immobility.

16.

Paces.

Regularity, freedom.

17.

Impulsion.

Moving forward freely.

18.

Obedience, lightness.

19.

Driver.

20.

Presentation.

Response to aids,
Acceptance of the bit,
Bending.
Use of aids, handling the whip
and reins ,Position on box seat,
Accuracy.
Cleanliness, fit of harness,
Appearance and suitability
Of Driver and Groom
Condition & fitness of Horse.

14.
15.

REMARKS

Obedience, straightness,
Quality of steps.
Transition to Working Trot.
Rhythm, Bend, Accuracy.

Co-efficient = 0.8

Maximum marks 200
Errors of course and dismounting of grooms
To be marked on the President of the Jury’s sheet only
Signature of Judge ………………………………………… at ……….

Signature of President of Jury
TOTAL

_________

……………………………………………..

10
9
8
7
6
5

The scale of
Excellent
Very good
Good
Fairly good
Satisfactory
Sufficient

marks
4 Insufficient
3 Fairly bad
2 Bad
1 Very bad
0 Not performed

MOVEMENT
1.

A-X
X
X-C

Enter at Working Trot.
Halt. Salute.
Proceed at Working Trot

2.

CHREPK
A

3.

A
DLS
S
I - K
K-A

Working Trot.
Serpentine 5 Loops
20m diameter at each turn.
Turn down Centre Line.
Working Trot.
Half 20m Circle to I
Extended Trot.
Working Trot.

A
DLR
R
I-F
F-A

Turn down Centre Line
Working Trot
Half 20m Circle to I
Extended Trot.
Working Trot.

ADL
L–I
IGCM
M–R
R

Turn down Centre Line.
At L. Reins in one Hand to I
Reins at will.
Collected Trot.
Circle right 20m Reins in one Hand.
On returning to R reins at will
Collected Trot.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

RBXEV

10

V

11

KAL
L

12

L–I
I

13

I-C
CHS
SXP
PFAD

Circle left 20m diameter. Reins in
one Hand.
On returning to V Reins at will.
Collected Trot.
Working Trot. Loop to L.
L, Halt. Driver on Centre Line.
Immobility 10 seconds
Walk 40m Loop to I.
Halt. Driver on Centre Line.
Rein Back 5 – 6 Steps
Working Trot. 30m Loop to C.
Working Trot.
Extended Trot.
Working Trot.

D-G
G

Extended Trot.
Halt and Salute.

V-K

Tandems, Pairs and Singles

COMPETITOR’S NUMBER
Arena 100 x 40 metres. 10 Minutes
TO BE JUDGED
MARK

1 incident
nd
2 incident
rd
3 incident

5 penalties
10 penalties
Elimination

REMARKS

Rhythm, Bend, Accuracy.

Straightness, Accuracy,
Rhythm, Bend,
Transition to Extended Trot
Impulsion, Rhythm, Balance
Transition to Working Trot.
Straightness, Accuracy,
Rhythm, Bend.
Transition to Extended Trot.
Impulsion, Rhythm, Balance
Transition to Working Trot.
Straightness…Accuracy,
Rhythm.
Transition to Collected Trot.
Accuracy….Rhythm.
Suppleness.
Quality of Collected Trot.
Rhythm.
Quality of Collected Trot.
Bend, Rhythm, Suppleness.
Accuracy

16

Leave Arena at Working Trot.
Paces.

17

Impulsion.

Moving forward freely.

18

Obedience, lightness.

19

Driver.

20

Presentation.

Response to aids, Willing
And without Resistance.
Correctness of Bend.
Suppleness.
Use of aids, handling of whip
and Reins. Position on Box .
Cleanliness, fit of harness,
Appearance and suitability
Of Driver and Groom
Condition & fitness of horse.

15

st

………

Straightness. Transition to
t. Immobility.
Transition to Working Trot.

Transition to Working Trot.
Accuracy, Immobility.
Attention.
Transition to Walk. Freedom.
Relaxation, Obedience.
Straightness, Quality of Step
Transition to Working Trot.
Bend, Quality of Steps.
Transition to Extended Trot.
Impulsion, Rhythm and
Balance
Transition to Extended Trot.
Balance, Rhythm,
Transition to halt.
Immobility.
Quality, Regularity, freedom.

14

Errors of course and
dismounting of grooms are
penalised as follows:

BHDTA DRIVEN DRESSAGE
TEST 2009 1A

Co-efficient = 0.8
Signature of President of Jury

Maximum marks 200
Errors of course and dismounting of grooms
To be marked on the President of the Jury’s sheet only
Signature of Judge ………………………………………… at ……….

TOTAL

…………………………………

The scale of Marks is as follows:
10 Excellent
4 Insufficient
9 Very good
3 Fairly bad
8 Good
2 Bad
7 Fairly good
1 Very bad
6 Satisfactory
0 Not performed
5 Sufficient

Errors of course and dismounting
of grooms are penalised as follows
1st incident 5 penalty points
2nd incident 10 penalty points
3rd incident Elimination

FEI DRIVEN DRESSAGE TEST

No. 7a (2007)
(Arena 100m x 40m or 80m x 40m)

Competitor No. _______

MOVEMENT

MARK

TO BE JUDGED

1.

A-X
X

Enter at Working Trot.
Halt…………... Salute.

Driving straight on centre line, transition
to halt, Immobility.

2.

XCM

Working Trot.

Transition to Working Trot, regularity,
bending, accuracy.

3.

MRXVK
KAF

Extended Trot.
Working Trot.

Transition to Extended Trot, quality of
extension, impulsion, regularity and
transition to Working Trot.

4.

F
FBM
M

Collected Trot, reins in one hand
10m double deviation from side.
Reins at will.

Transition to Collected Trot, quality of
collection. Accuracy of figure, bending,
regularity, impulsion.

5.

MC
C
CH

Collected Trot.
Halt, immobility 10 seconds.
Collected Trot.

Transitions to halt, immobility, transition
to Collected Trot.

6.

HSXPF
FAK

Extended Trot.
Working Trot.

Transitions to Extended Trot, quality of
extension, impulsion, regularity and
transition to Working Trot.

7.

K
KEH
H

Collected Trot, reins in one hand
10m double deviation from side
Reins at will.

Transition to Collected Trot, quality of
collection. Accuracy of figure, bending,
regularity, impulsion.

8.

HCMB

Working Trot.

Transition to Collected Trot, quality of
Trot, bending.

9.

BX
X

Transition to Collected Trot. quality of
collection, accuracy of figure.
Bending, impulsion.

XE

Collected Trot.
Circle Right followed by Circle Left
15 metres diameter.
Collected Trot.

10.

EKAP

Working Trot.

Transition to Working Trot, quality of
Working Trot, bending, regularity.

11.

PBX

Walk.

Transition to walk, accuracy, regularity,
transition to Halt.

12.

X

Rein Back 3 metres.

Transition to Rein Back, Straightness.
Quality of steps. Transition to Walk.

13.

XES

Walk.

Regularity, relaxation, accuracy.

14.

SHC
CMSBVFA

Working Trot.
Serpentine 5 loops, 20m diameter at
each turn.
(3 loops in small arena)

Transition to Working Trot,
quality of Working Trot.
Accuracy of figure, bending, regularity.

15.

A
DXG
G

Turn on centre line.
Extended Trot.
Halt…….. Salute.

Straightness on centre line, transition to
Extended Trot. Quality of extension,
transition to halt, immobility.

16.

Paces.

Regularity and freedom.

17.

Impulsion.

Moving forward, engagement of hind
quarters.

18

Obedience, lightness.

Response to aids, willing and without
resistance. Correctness of bend.
Suppleness.

19.

Driver.

20.

Presentation.

Use of aids, handling of reins and whip,
position on box, accuracy of figures.
Appearance of driver and groom,
suitability and general appearance of
turnout, cleanliness, fitness and
condition of horse, harness and vehicle.

Maximum Points = 200
Co-efficient = 0.8
Errors of course and dismounting of grooms
To be marked on the President of the Jury’s sheet only
Signature of Judge …………………………………………….. at

REMARKS

TOTAL
………………………………..
…….

TOTAL

Signature of President of Jury
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Visit Us

We have extensive stock for all
your Showing, Pleasure, Competition
& Commercial Needs
The A – Z for the driving enthusiast
ALL under one roof

Ashfields welcomes personal shoppers - we open to suit you
Ashfields Driving Centre, Dunmow, Essex, CM6 1LD
24/7 opening (just phone)

John - 07775 760333 Wilf - 07802 899004
www.ashfieldcarriageequipment.com

